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A tty. General Says 
No Student Lawyer 
BOI To Select 
Search Team· 
The EWSC Board of 
Trustees will meet at Mercer 
Island today to select a search 
committee to find a successor 
for resigning EWSC President 
Emerson Shuck. 
The State Attorney 
General's Office has given a· 
"no" answer to student 
requests fer a special appoint-
ment of attorney Daryl 
Phillipson as Assistant At-
torney General for the 
Associated Students of EWSC. 
AS President Tom Hamp-
son said he was disappointed 
with the decision but was still 
determined to go through 
other channels to stop what he 
considers a misappropriation 
of services and activities fees. 
.. At least some people in 
Olympia know that we have 
problems here," said Hamp-
son ... We lost the appointment 
but the AS government is still 
determined to get to the bot-
tom of problems like Isle 
Hall." 
Isle Hall has been a major 
issue since the start of the year. 
The bond payments on the 
building are paid with S & A 
fees even though Isle Hall is 
classified as an academic 
building. 
According to Hampson, 
there were no reasons given ,for 
the decision concerning 
Phillipson ... All they told me 
was that they were not going 
to appoint," said Hampson. 
The decision came after two 
months of waiting. During the 
long waiting period, some AS 
legislators felt confident · the 
appointment would be ap-
proved because the State At-
tor11ey .-9 .c~eral'sJ. ,O.ffice. ,was , 
taking so long to consider the 
a,~,P?tt1tm~~~- !1 . ,,, ., , , . , 
But some leg1slat'ors thought 
the long wait reflected a 
BEP Head 
Will Resign 
stalling action by the ad-
ministration to discourage stu-
dent action on Isle Hall. 
"'Going for the appoi~tment 
of Phillipson was the proper 
thing to do," said Hampson. 
.. We didn't get any results by 
following through with the 
proper procedures so we will 
have to go through different 
channels." 
One of those channels. is 
simply to take the problem to 
the Board of. Trustees. 
..The laws of this state 
specifically state what S & A 
fees may be used for and spen-
ding money on Isle Hall is 
clearly a violation of this law," 
said Hampson. 
.. The failure to appoint 
Phillipson did not settle the 
I.sle Hall situation," said 
Hampson. "It settled the ques-
tion of the legality of the 
Associated Students acquiring 
a lawyer for this year." 
PUB Sa'ndWich -Den-Opelis 
A sandwich shop, specializing in bogey sandwiches opens this week 
in 'the PUB Den. A noon meal can be purchased ~nd consumed in 
the Den, which seats 68 people comfortably. 
·Minor·lss.ue-Settled 
A compromise has been reached concerning that a faculty ad hoc committee to ·review the 
the lengthy dispute between Dr. Charles Minor' · Minor case need not be.formed because a com-
and President Shuck and EWSC, accor-ding to · promise had been reached. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs Dr. Phillip Dr. Greene also declined to comment any 
Marshall. further on the subject. 
In an interview last Tuesday, Dr. Marshall 
read a passage from the compromise which A representative of the State Human Rights 
related to an " ... agreement that there will be Commission in Spokane said the commission 
no public statement about the matter other than was not aware if. the discrimination complaint 
th~t . th~ existing _disputes. have been resolved filed .against Br. Shuck and EWSC ,by Dr. 
between fhe parties."·· · - · . ·. , • Minor earlier this year ,had been withdrawn, .but 
M~rs~all said the nature of the agree~ent added that the investigation of the charge was 
itseif ·would I not · allow 'hirfr to comment any being bartdled by a commission representative 
further on the matter. in Yakima and could possible have been 
An informed source close to the administra- withdrawn without the immediate knowledge of 
lion also said this week that the compromise the Spokane office. 
would not be binding until it is ratified by Dr. Minor, who was· informed last month 
Board of Trustee's Chairman Jerome Page. that his dismissal as a facu~ty member was being . 
Chairman of the Academic Senate, Dr. sought by the administration, also declined' any 
Michael Greene, said at last Monday's meeting comment on the compromise. 
The BOT will select the 
committee from a list of 
nominations which will be 
presented by the faculty, the 
AS President, the EWSC 
Alumni Association and · of-
ficials from both Spokane and 
Cheney. 
The final search committee 
will pe comprised of four 
faculty members, one 
representative of the Alumni 
Association, one represen-
tative of the Associated 
Students, one representative 
each from Spokane and 
Cheney, and one represen-
tative of. the EWSC ad-
ministration. 
Vice President for Business 
Affairs fred Johns has already 
been selected as administrative 
representative. 
Members of the BOT will 
also serve . as ex-officio 
f!)embers of. the committee. · 
The Academic Senate met 
last Monday and nominated 
nine faculty members for con-
sideration in a faculty-wide 
election which was- scheduled 
this week. Four of the 
no!"inees will serve :on the 
committee. 
· Easte~n_er .To Delay : . 
Because of the · short 
week created 'by the 
Washington's Birthday 
holiday, The Easterner 
will delay distri ution a 
day and come out Friday 
morning, Feb. 20. 
Clarence Williams, director 
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Tuition Hike Wou.ld Hurt . 
' ' 
' . . 
Mlddle-l•rlco·m8 Sttidents 
· A tuition increase would 
discriminate against middle-
class students. according to 
testimony heard at a Senate 
Joint Ways and 
Means/ Higher Education 
· committee hearing on Jan. 30. 
The proposed tuition hike 
boosts tuition costs at state 
colleges from $169 to $188 per 
quarter, at community colleges 
from $87 to $110 per quarter 
and at 'the two universitie's by 
21 ·per cent. 
Steve Cartier, spokesperson 
to th.e Student Coalition, 
explained that borderline 
students on fixed incomes un-
able to ,qualify for financial 
· assistance would be left in the 
cold if tuition was raised. 
The Student Coalition 
represents ' Seattle community 
college 'district students. 
Martin Durkan Jr., student 
body president at Bellevue 
Community College, said, 
··seventy-one per cent of the 
students' enrolled . in higher 
education {in Wash.) at.tend 
community copeges. That 
majority pays property taxes, 
sales tax, and tuition." 
One labor leader spoke out 
against the tuition hike for a 
number of reasons, one of 
which stressed discrimination 
against women. 
••.w oa:nen receiv~ less finan-
cial aid and athletic 
scholarships than men," he 
said, adding that women are 
also considered for federal in-
stitutional loans and work 
study programs less often than 
men. 
Patty Says 'I Was Victim' -
SAN FRANCISCO - Patricia Hearst testified Monday that her 
terrorist kidnapers sexually assaulted her and forced her by 
threat of death int<f posing as the bank-robbing revolutionary 
• T 
... 
• anaa . 
· In a dramatic day of testimony, with the jury absent, Miss 
Hearst said William Wolfe, the Symbionese Liberation Army 
·•soldier" for whom she once declared her love, was only the first 
of a number of SLA members to attack her sexually. 
Dr. Steifler .Opposes· 
Many who testified at the 
hearing claimed that the in-
crease in revenue from the tui-
tion hike would go into the 
general fund rather than 
directly to the tolleges. · 
The slim defendant answered questions for nearly four hours 
at a hearing to decide whether the jury should hear some of the 
most crucial evidence against her-tape recordings from the un-
derground and the testimony of a witness who heard her confess 
to the bank robbery. 
Doom At Nixon's Dialing Monies for · Kunstler ·•Do we have to go to the 
students' pockets every time 
we need money ... to plug a 
leaky ~ole?" Durkan asked. 
WASHINGTON - President Richard Nixon one~ told a group 
of congressmen, •· I can go in my office and pick up a telephone 
and in 25 minutes, millions of people will be dead," according to 
Controversial _attorney 
William Kunstler will speak at 
Eastern Feb. 21, despite the 
objections of Administrative 
Officer Dr. Henry York 
Steiner, 
According to Greg Azure, 
-- president of the Native 
American Indian Club. Steiner 
refused to authorize the use of 
I.E.P. funds to bring Kunstler 
to Eastern because of remarks 
Kunstler made recently con-
cerning the assassinations of 
John ang Robert Kennedy. 
Azure said Steiner· told him, 
··At this time, William 
Kunstler created a bad odor," 
and suggested that cutbacks in 
I.E.P. funding might result if 
the · I.E.P. were to fund 
Kunstler's appearance. 
· In the past, I.E.P. funds 
have been used to pay for 
travel expenses, consultation 
fees and speakers. 
Assistant to the President 
Ken Dolan told Azure this 
week that HSteiner has ab-
solute power over the I.E.P.'s 
budget when items are perti-
nent for Indian Education." 
St.einer is ' the 1.E,P. ad-
ministrative officer. 
Azure said Kunstler's 
appearance will be funded 
through the Associated Stu-
dent Contemporary Issues 
Bureau. 
Dean Steiner was out of 
town this week and could not 
be reached for comment. 
Testimony was also heard 
from Steve Barrett, -Associated 
Students president and 
c~airperson of the State 
College Council, and other 
college representatives and 
labor organizations. ' 
··The increase comes not to 
increase the quality of educa-
tion, or even to maintain the 
status quo-but because the 
governor can't balance his 
Rep. Charles Rose. . . 
Rose said Nixon was discussing the power of his office with 
about 30 congressmen at one of several breakfasts held by Nixon 
during •·operation Candor", a White House effort to stave off 
impeachment proceedings. 
Sen. Alan Cranston said Monday that Nixon's , statement 
••alarmed the congressmen because they were just afraid that un-
der these tremendous tensions, this president might, in effect, flip 
and that nuclear war might be the c:onsequence." 
· Quake Kills Thousands 
budget," Barrett said. GU TEMALA CITY At - least 15,035 persons perished in He added that because of . . A . -
d h. h II t · Guatemala's devastatmg earthquake and aftershocks, the unexpecte ag enro men . . d · 
the student-faculty ratio here emergency relief co~m_ittee ~nnounced S~~- ay. . . , 
is even· more out of balance The committee said at~ death toll was revtsed. on the· basts of 
h ti d I t · new reports from the Chalmaltenango area, 40 males north of the t an was mance as year m ·. . . . 
h t t b d t capital It estimated 40,000 persons were mJured and 200,000 
Cancer-Causing ·Chemicals • 
t e s a e u ge · were t~ft homeless by the quakes that began Wednesday. 
A report revealing extensive 
use of carcinogens (cancer-
producing agents) in high 
school and college laboratories 
in Kentucky has . prompted 
Eastern officials· to survey 
their own labsr to determine if 
any carcinogens are present. 
The teport. made by the 'tJ. 
S. department of lal?or and in-
dustries, s~id chem. students in 
17 high schools and 23 colleges 
in Kentuc-ky were being 
exposed to 14 different ' car-
c in o g e n,s on the federal 
government's list. 
According to a recent article 
in the National ObserYer, 
authorities in other states, in-
cludinJ Washington, reported 
.. scattered iristances of finding 
carcinogens in high school 
and/or college chem labs· with 
few or no restrictions placed 
on them." 
Chem'istry department 
chairman Dr. John Douglas 
said· inventory is being taken 
this week to determine if any 
carcinogens exist on campus 
and if proper safety 
precautions are being used to 
' handle them. 
Douglas has also been ad-
vised by Campus Safety Of-
ficer Al Major to dispose of 
any carcinogens found and to 
find substitute ag~nts where 
possible. 
Major noted that resea.rch 
on carcinogen~ by Dr. 
Douglas and a former EWSC 
p~ofes~pr is tbe mQst advanced 
in the l) nited States. 
February 12, 1976 . , , 
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COLLEGE CAMfUS REPRESENTATIVE 
Needed to sell Brand Name St reo Components to 
Students at lowest prices. HI. Commission, NO Invest-
ment required. Serious Inquiries ONL YI FAD 
COMPONENTS, INC. 20 Passaic Ave. Fairfield, New 
Jersey 07006 
JERRY DIAMOND 201-227-1814 
... I ( 1-
The Easterner 
•1· Fall Too' Admits ford 
NEW HAMPSHIRE - Greeting a crowd in Concord. N.H. Sun-
day President Ford struck up a conversation with Tommy Boyd, 
14, and autographed a cast on the youngster's arm. . 
.. How did you get that?" Ford asked. ••1 fell," B_oyd replied. 
.. I fall a lot, too," the President s·aid with a smile. 
two Win Varmi_nt Calling 
MILES CITY, MONT. - Two men, Gene Griffith and Mike 
Stadick, wor:i the first annual Montana State Varmint Calling 
Contest at Miles City over the weekend. 
The contes.t was continued from January, when no varmints 
answered the callers most allurrng peeps and whistles. 
But this time, 12 coyotes and a bobcat were called within 
r~nge and killed. The winners bagged •five coyotes. 
******************~*************** * .. 
: NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY & SAVE A BUND-tE : ,.. ' .. 
j Cleara~e ! ! ; 
i :::=::::: CHENEY ·DEPT· STORE i ,.. .. 
Jt 415 - 1st Cheney 1 * . ' ..... 
********************************* 
' I ' • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
Meet your friends at: : 
• • • • • • • • 
&01den · Mano, i 
Apt,· .. 720W.1el 235-1521 
Convenient distance from campus : . Bachelor Large 2 bedroom : 
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Budgets Also Studied 
Leg. Delays Appointments 
The AS Legislature decided 
not to seat five newly-elected 
legislators until a later date 
and proceeded to scrutinize 
supplementary bµdget 
requests Monday. 
The new legislators present 
at the meeting took part in dis-
cussion but will not be seated 
u n tit they become ••better 
acquainted with the issues at 
hand." 
Normally, the winners 0f 
last Wednesday's general elec-
tion, Bill Motsenbocker, 
Joanne Uchida, Zack Lueck, 
Len Gross and Lee Antles, 
would not be seated until the 
beginning of Spring quarter. 
developed program called 
Band Share. 
The Band Share program 
aids clubs and organizations in 
raising money by helping· 
sponsor dances in the PUB. 
The cost of the dance is paid 
back to Band Share and the 
club keeps the profit. 
The clubs that have recently 
tried the band share program 
h.ave all made money. 
Another budget request by 
the Black Student Union was 
also turned down. BSU Presi-
dent Chris Hickey was asking 
$1,000 to help supplement the 
cost of br.inging Reverend 
Jesse Jackson to speak at 
In other matters the AS 
Legislature took the following 
action: 
-Approved a $2,700 
Easterner budget request for 
photography equipment and 
typewriters. 
-Agreed to s.ubmit the names 
of Bruce Garber, Chris Hickey 
and Tom Hampson to the 
Board of .Trustees as can-
didates for the search com-
mittee for a new president of 
EWSC. 
-Heard a report from AFT 
President West Stone on the 
issues and status of c91lective 
bargaining for four-year 
college professors. 
Bill Motsenbocker-
Zachary Lueck Len Gross 
But since all the legislators 
who formally held positions 6-
10 have resigned, the new 
legislators are eligible to be 
seated. 
The legislature also 
reviewed three supplementary 
budget requests and approved 
only orie. 
. EWSC. 
Legislators argued that the 
BSU had the funds to pay for 
the event and also referred to 
the recent election results that 
showed students thought clubs 
and organizations should be 
given less money. 
Spokane TranSiit . Reps. 
Answer Discrepancies 
The budget requests have 
been submitted recently 
because last fall's record 
enrollment provided for ap-
proximately $40,000 in extra 
revenue that has yet to be 
spent. 
The International Students' 
budget request was turned 
down as the legislature stuck 
with their poljcy of refusin~ to 
. .fund:.dubs and . organizattQns 
directly. 
Legislators recommended 
· that the I n-tennational .Students 
attempt to raise their own 
money through a recently 
Hickey also used the elec-
tion results in his argument. 
"Students said they want more 
money spent to bring speakers 
to this campus," he said. 
·•1 don't care who you 
budget the money to,'' said 
Hickey. "A speaker like 
Jackson wou Id attract all 
students-both black and 
white." 
When legislators told 
Hickey they thought the BSU . 
had enough money to cover 
the costs, Hickey replied, 
.. When did the BSU get the 
responsibility of providing 




5 - 7 PM. 
PITCHERS '1.00 GLASS 25~ 
By Ray Spanjer 
Staff Writer 
Spokane Transit System Of-
ficials Bob Harder and Chuck 
Harmon met with the EWSC 
Bus Committee last week to 
examine recent discrepency 
problems. 
Newly appointed Bus Com-
mittee Chairman Jon Fancher 
questioned the two about 
financial matters concerning 
the Spokane-Cheney run. 
Questions included: Why is 
Eastern being charged for a 
90-minute round-trip when it 
takes only 70 minues; why is 
Easter-n's cost per mile higher 
than similar runs; and why is 




ROAST BEEF FRENCH DIP 
TURKEY HAM 
PASTRAMI 
Page four The Easterner 
when STS said a $12 an hour 
figure was stated at a recent 
Area Benefit Conference? 
STS Manager Bob Harder 
cited several reasons why the 
Eastern run is set on an 
average 90-minute round•trip 
figure. 
••tn our labor contract we 
haye to allow drivers a ten 
minute pull-out time," Harder 
said ... This coupled with the 
pull-in times, adverse weather 
conditions, loading times and 
additional students all have to 
be averaged in.to the figure." 
Harder said that the round-
trip t~me right now is under the 
90 minutes, but because of the 
above mentioned reasons the 
time varies from day to day. 
When questioned about the 
difference in costs between the 
EWSC run and the Medi'cal 
Lake-Fairchild run, Harder 
answered that STS had recent-
t'y hiked the fare of ·the 
Medical Lake run so they 
could break even. 
Harder explained that STS 
is more lenient on out-of-town 
runs because of their break 
even policy. 
--we only take into account 
drivers pay, maintenance on 
buses, oil, fuel and insurance . 
costs on the out-of-tow.{1 · 
runs," said Harder. ••Jf w~ 
didn't the price charged would 
be $1.50 or more per hour.'' 




Two bomb threats this week 
prompted Campus Safety 
Chief Barney ·1ssel to warn that 
anyone caught making a bomb 
, threat is guilty of a gross mis-· 
demeanor. 
According to lssel, anyone 
convicted of making the calls 
will face a prison term in the 
county jail of not more than a 
year, a fine of not more than 
$1000, or both. . 
lssel expre~sed his concern 
over the number of false ·fire 
alarms and bomb threats that 
have occurred on campus 
recently. 
discrepency between the stated t 
figures of $12 per hour at the '"People are going to be 
Area Benefit Conference, and lulled into a sense of security 
the approximate $ 18 per hour because of these alarms," he 
Eastern pays, Harder said that said, .. and will eventually 
there had to be some kind of ref use to evacuate a building 
misunderstanding. when there might, indeed, be a 
... don't recall us ever saying fire or a bomb inside." 
that the $12 figure we were According to the Revised 
talking about pertained to in- Criminal Code of Washington, 
town costs," said Harder. "It shall be unlawful for any 
The reason it costs Eastern person to threaten to bomb or 
and STS more money· outside otherwise injure aQy public or 
of town is that they buses are private school building, place of. 
running more miles per hour. worsliip or public assembly, or 
any other building; common 
In clos_ing Harder said, .. , carrier, structure or place used 
really ~hm~ when rou t_ake _ for human occupancy; or to 
everythu~g into c~nsader~t~~n, communicate or repeat any in-
our service, pa~kmg fac1l1t1es formation concerning such a 
and_ newer vehicles, you are threatened bombing or injury, 
ge~tmg a good deal. If you knowing such information to be 
traed to contract out to false and with intent to alarm 
another system, I believe you'd the person or persons to whom 
find tou'd be paying a lot the inf orl"~ti,!I .. ts AtJlfl• 
more. municated or repeated,~ 
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Stud.ents Budg,t Travel 
criminatory, but there are other ways minimum stay will be two weeks with· in Great Britain where it has increaseo 
for students to save money on airline the maximum of seven weeks. Tickets 14.5 per cent since March. 
tickets ranging from youth fares to must be purchased 60 days in advance. Europe's student hotels are another 
group tours and charter flights. ..You travel first class on a 747," Ms. way to economize. They offer both low 
According to a spokesman for the Ninde said. '"Which is really good rates and long-term plans. Meals are 
AAA \l/orld Wide Travel Agency in because you get free drinks and fillet often included in the price. 
Spokane, the youth fare, which applies mignon for dinner." Most students plan· to travel to 
to people under 22 years of age, is The cost of airline tickets is different Europe, but quite a few also go to 
priced about the same as an adult during different seasons and is less the Mexico. This is especially true of 
excursion tour. The youth fare allows a lohger a person plans to stay. Accor- Eastern students since EWSC has an 
person to stay up to a year, however, ding to Spokane World Travel, exchange program in Guadalajara. A 
while adults traveling on an excursion November, December, January and 30-day excursion tour to Mexico City 
tour are limited to 45 days. February are the cheapest months now costs $26 7. •;)•~•;•~;~:i1!]]]~~~1~~! The one big drawback to ' the youth during which to travel to Europe. Fares , fare is that the tickets are not con- during March, April, May, September firmed until five to seven days before and October, which is known as the 
the date of departure. During the peak shoulder season, are slightly higher. 
M irlee Nin de toured several Euro-
pean countries this fall, and she dis-
cussed some of the advantages and dis-
advantages of foreign travel. 
By Matthew Collin 
Contributing Writer 
· season, it might be almost impossible The peak season is during the summer 
to get a seat. months. 
By buying up a block of at least 15 or A roundtrip ticket to Paris for a stay 
20 seats, it is possible to get a group of 22 to 45 days during the shoulder 
discount. Group tours can be season would cost $562 while during 
organized by anyone and arranged the winter it would cost only $524. 
through a travel agency. Unfortunate- The increasing strength of the dollar 
ly, the group fares apply only to flights combined with high inflation rates in 
Getting robbed is one problem, Ms. 
Ninde said, and she cited one example 
of a. travel agent whose purse was 
slashed from her arm. 
"But I felt safer walking at night 
there than I would in New York," she 
added. 
Walking down the shady, flower-
bedecked El Paseo de la Reforma in 
Mexico City in January with the mid-
day temperature standing at 73 
degrees. 
leaving from the larger cities such as other countries is more good news for 
Seattle. travellers from the United States. 
Mirlee Ninde, of the Cheney House In 1974, jets were flying to Europe 
of Travel, said students can obtain a with empty seats during the peak 
year-round pass that allows them to summer season. Between 1973 and 
Not understanding the language is a 
bigger problem than most people may 
realize. Ms. Ninde said in France the 
people ref use to speak English even if 
they understand it. 
If you like to picture yourself in 
some similar new, exciting and perhaps 
warm place, especially after making 
another death-defying walk over 
sidewalks of solid ice, then take heart. 
There are still cheap ways for students 
to travel. 
travel anywhere in Europe second class 1974, the price of a two-week European Ms. Ninde said Paris is not the 
dream city some think it is ... It is a 
beautiful city," she said, "but the peo-
ple are very cold." 
for up to two months for $196. The trip increased in price from $700 per 
pass must be purchased in the states. person to more than $1,000 per person. 
Another good bet for students, ac- This was caused both by inflation here 
cording to Ms. Ninde, are tbe charter and the devaluation of the dollar. 
flights that leave from some of the But now the value of the dollar is in-
larger cities. Wardair of Canada will be creasing almost everywhere. During 
Student discounts were eliminated 
last year because consumer groups 
complained that special discounts for 
students and families were dis-
offering such flights every Monday March of this year the dollar was worth 
starting May 3. Roundtrip tickets from 80¢ of what it was in May 1970. By 
Calgary to London or Amsterdam will September it had increased in value by 
cost from between $359 and $439. The five cents. The dollar's value is highest 
Ms. Ninde said London was her 
favorite city because there are so many 
things to do. "The theatres are cheaper 
than movies here in the states," she 
said. 
So it is still possible to travel-and 
even get culture-on a budget. 




Bv Stanton Wilkerson 
Contributing Writer 
0 Music flows from your 
radio like the wind and fits you 
like a glove. This is FM 89,9 
and you're in tune to Nickie 
D. I'll be here for the next 
three. Playing the best of'Jazz, 
Rock, and Soul." Those are 
often the opening lines of 
KEWC's top disc jockey, Nick 
Jones. 
There is more to putting on 
a campus radio program than 
mnny listeners may realize. 
The timing and technology 
that go into a three or four-
hour production are work. 
Nick feels that being a disc 
jockey is a thankless job. "It 
requires long hours. I'm on 
three or four times a week for 
three hours at a time,'~ he said. 
"And it seems to go on_ and 
on." 
Nick Jones,. a native of 
Chjcago, says that a disc 
jockey should let his music do 
February 12, 1976 
the talking for him. And 
Nickie D., as he calls himself, 
does just that. 
"'I let the music bring about 
the ideal of being at ease with 
yourself, and helping you 
strive for that inner peace," he 
says. 
Jones, a senior majoring in 
R TV, has been a jock on other 
radio stations. While a 
freshman at Wortberg College 
in Iowa, Nick was given a tour 
of the campus radio station 
and from that point on he was . 
to provide a means of escape 
and restfulness for radio 
audiences. 
Off the air, Nick can be 
found at his apartment 
enjoying a game of chess, with 
music from his own collection 
playing in the background and 
a fine wine gracing the table. 
Nick, a soft-spoken, well-
dressed man of Phi Eta Psi 
Fraternity_, feels that a disc 
jockey's off th.e air life 
shouldn't have to reflect the 
way he is on the air. 
He describes some DJs as 
the .. white-sock-tight-pants-a-
crewcut-hair-style type. Then 
you have other DJs that are 
really cool and come across 
sort of low key." What all of 
this means is that there is no 
set guidelines laid down that 
jocks must meet. "It all 
depends on the station you are 
working for. Just keep your 
conversation clean and the 
music moving," he says. 
In addition to being a DJ on 
KEWC FM, Nick Jones is also 
the Music Director for KEWC 
AM. The AM radio station at 
Eastern is a training operation. 
• .1. 
It gives the student w·ho wants keeping up ,with today's ever-
a chance to do some radio changing music trends. That 
work a place to practice in a alone is by no means an easy 
real-to-life situation. task. "Just try it sometime," 
The format there is primari- Jones challenges. "Do a three-
I y '"top 4 0", but the hour radio show and then 
technology is somewhat the work up a play 11st for the AM, 
same as the FM station. and then add in study hours 
0 My job in the AM depart- for class work. Add that time 
ment is to make up the play list all together and see how much 
and keep the booth stocked . ' time you have left over." 
with records. I also write Being a DJ is more than 
· record companies to find out playing music and getting paid 
which records to promote," for it. "'I am concerned about 
-explains Jones. The play list presenting the best of fine 
·consists of top 40 singles that music, Nick said ... When I put 
are getting the most play a show together, some of my 
across the country. As a own moods come into play. It 
reference source for making up isn't a job I can just walk into 
the play list Nick uses and go to work. The type of 
Billboard magazine. music a DJ will be playing in 
Nickie q. has the job of the next four hours, or how 
ever long a shift may last, will 
have an effect on the audience. 
And the same holds true for 
the things that I say while I am 
on the air. A DJ can have a 
tremendous effect on the 
audience." 
Often people wonder just 
what is behind the voice which 
comes from their stereo sel In 
the case of Nickie D. Jones, 
you have a man whose main 
goal is trying to please his 
audience. He doesn't feel he is 
on an ego trip or hung up on a 
popular-personality status 
thing. 
Nick simply says, "Music is 
the message and I let the music 
do the talking." 
Nickie 0. pauses during his eight-to-twehe radio show Tuesday e,ening. 
Page fhe 
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Opinion_ . 
It's A Dog's Life 
By Sunni Freyer 
Feature Editor 
Man's best friend is rapidly becoming an enemy at large. 
A pitiful enemy, that is, subjected to abandonment, mis-
treatment and death, simply because man is .selfish. 
We domesticated wild dogs for our own sport and amuse-
ment, only to find out years later that their habits had 
become inconvenient and unpleasant to us. We removed 
them from the wild, domesticating them, and now we are 
attemping to place what natural qualities the animals have 
left und~r unnatural control. 
We remain dismally unsettled by the fact that dogs desire 
to roam, desire to be with their own kind, desire to howl at 
the moon-desire to be anything -bu~ human-like. 
We have saved a number of breeds from vanishing into 
oblivion, but what have we saved them for? 
We have created ordinances in an attempt to give them 
our own manners, but we have done little In the way of 
providing dog-owners with low-cost spaying that might pre-
vent them from breeding prolifically and indiscriminately as 
they do now. 
The city of Spokane is presently regulating dogs under an 
ordinance that was adopted in 19101 Copies of the or-
dinance, which are available at the Spokane Dog Pound, 
leave the reader with more questions than answers. The or-
dinance is also inconsistent with the common practices of 
the pound. 
Consider the line, "It shall be unlawful for any person to 
cause, permit or allow any dog or dogs owned, harbored, or 
kept by him to roam, run or stray away from the premises 
whil.e~~J,e said is _or.:.@!~ owned, harbored, cont!olled or 
kept." 
" :-~, f' ,.... ...:,. , , # 
Un-aer what ordinance does the pound operate when it 
removes "stray" dogs from the owner's yard? It happens 
quite frequently. No chain-no dog. 
Consider another passage from the ordinance; "When 
away from said premises, such a dog or dogs shall be con-
trolled at all times by means of a leash or chain not 
exceeding eight feet in length by the owner or some duly 
authorized and competent person. . 
Who defines who is competent and who is not? Is a child 
competent? A blind person? A mentally deficient person? 
Who? 
It might alsc, be noted that if there is a change in 
ownership of a licensed dog, the "new owner must apply for 
and obtain a new license from the City Auditor." 
It clearly states elsewhere in the ordinance that the license 
is for "each dog". Yet this section implies licensing of the 
owner. And if licensing of the owner Is intended, then where 
does the city get the right, possibly before the first license 
has expired, to charge the second owner. Even automobile 
licenses aren't handled in such a manner. 
If we must have such laws, the least we can expect from 
the law is consistency, clarity and standardized application 
of what is enforcable. 
Could it be that man is,rapidly becoming .his own enemy? J 




Exit Stage Left 
I 
I ' 
ning and building and 
designing for actors who · 
· can't be taughtl Maybe It's 
o~ly technique that can. But 
Dear Editor, . potential talent, or · even In-
, 1 read with some amaze- hiblted talent, can't blind 
ment that an entire building passersby If it Isn't en-
on campus has been con- couraged, supported and . 
structed and maintained to developed. 
serve the whims of mere ac- Even If the Darwinian 
tors. The article stated that In theory of inherited talent Is 
a beginning acting class, correct, raw talent can 
redubbed as a •voice and stagnate, rot and be warped 
movement' class, the serious by an apathetic acting 
student numbered less than department. As the article 
1 percent: Granted this Is said, acting Is- hard work, 
.only .8 beginning -class, . bMt .. a~d ~ften mlsrepresent~d 
im~gine! . and mlsu~derstoott. As to 
One out of one hundred this Peter Principle percen-
students justifies a whole tage· that 1 out of 100 drama 
departmental budget and enthusiasts are serious, one 
energy-oh, of course there wonders how this percen-
are the others-the 99 per- tage pertains to the directors 
cent you know, the dead- and teachers. 
weights who ·aren't Susan Wands 
serious-to compose all the 
crowd scenes. But do crowd 
Gentleman Jim? 
scenes inspire and ·entitle a Dear Editor, 
whole staff of designers, The Neanderthal man had 
carpenters, electrlclans, 
costumers and · properties 
more sense than some peo-
ple today-:-especlally some 
women. Certalf!1Y not th~ 
themselves Included. These 
are the Insecure who want 
people to like them so they 
can use them for stepping 
stones to a :'higher class" 
w.here they want to be, but 
probably nev~r wiu be. 
There are times In a girl's 
life when It Is time fQr her to 
become a woman and not a 
spoiled brat. When • a girl 
goes to college, she 
becomes a woman with 
responslbllltles and she 
should show some signs of 
semi-Intelligence at the very 
least. Thus proving ~o the 
world that she Is (~ realize 
that this Is a hated word by 
some!) a grownup. Though 
she may want to crawl baqk 
into her mother's womb for 
protection, It's a little late. 
Since she can't, she strikes 
out b.llndly at the thir:,gs she 
needs and wants the 
most-companionship. 
When she is Ignored, 
when her friends are doing 
something and she Is left 
out, she runs and tells her 
mommy. Whian mommy Isn't 
ther:e, she wants revenge so people to create and knock 
themselves out (ex-current 
production, •carousel')? 
My question is why the 
hell should the tech people 
spend hours teaching, lear-
majority, but there Is a very 
small traction who have a ·
1 
she tells someone who can 
tendency to hate men and, . hurt her friends, turning her 
consequently start hating , friends to acquaintances, 
p e op I e in genera I, 1 and finally Into enemies. 
The Easterner, February .12, 1916, 
• 
: " 6u1vey 
When told she Is no longer t 
be associated with, sh 
tends to fabricate tales s 
her friends can be attacked 
from on high. 
When this last little trick 
doesn't work, she rants and 
raves· until other friends of 
hers believe the fabrications 
of her ex-friends. When this 
falls she rants and raves that 
everyone Is against her and 
proceeds to convince herself 
of this so she becomes 
parano.ld, if not psy-
chopathic. 
This Is a statement of my 
beliefs and for those of you 
that It fits, think before you 
go too far and ruin yourself,. 
because you really can't hurt 
someone else that bad. For • 
those of you with friends (?) 
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Should U.:,S. Aid Athletes? 
•11111111111unn1n 
DO YOU THINK THE UNITED STATES 
SHOULD SUBSIDIZE ITS OLYMPIC 
ATHLEfES TO RAISE THEM TO THE I 
LEVEL OF THE SOVIETS, WHO ARE 
SUBSIDIZED BY .tHEIR GOVERNMENT? 
Ken Tackltt-Junlor, Commercial Art; It wouldn't hurt the 
government to give the athletic program a little more help, 
but to go as far as the Russians have Is a little ridiculous. Fur 
coats do not make a winning team. 
Genia Lightfoot-Senior, Elementary Education; I think the 
United States should subsidize funds for our teams, this 
would bring up the quality of performance and give the team 
a feeling of support. 
WIiiiam H. Mercer-Senior, Art; Any analysis can only serve 
as an attempt at a consistent philosophy for living, for in the 
end who will say whether man be prince or foul. Only the ig-
norance of man and the tolerance of time will dictate ... YESI 
Bob B.,.nlng.Junlor, Blologr, No. I think a problem lies in 
the fairness of such competition and maybe a rule change is 
needed. 
Vic Lelchner-Frnhman, Undecided; No. I feel that money 
received by amateur athletes should be of charitable nature, 
not from government subsidy. 
Ann OKelley-Junlor, Den'9I Hygiene; Yes. They should, th~n 
we could -get U.S. athletes to compete rather than importing 
people from other countries to compete for our country. 
. / 
Mlc:h~I A. Mau•-Sophomore, Mualc; I feel subsidizing 
Olympic athletes is a positive support, especially in a relative 
sense where our other priorities tend toward supporting war 
machines rather than lower energy expenditures like sup-
porting symphonies, schools, welfare. Physical experiences 
are good for the body-mind-spirit. Especially if the psy-
chologica_l moral incentive Is other than competition. 
Carolee Geaudreau-Senlor, Speech Path.; I feel that it 
would be a good Idea to_ get a better representation of our 
country, people are inadvertently paying the professionals 
so why not let them do the same through the government · 
and support good athletes as well. Aren't professionals 
representing their country for other than money. 
Ron Aldlng•r-Sophomore, Paychology; I would think that 
there are better uses for government funds than forming a 
professional athletic team. 
. , 
Tona Bernard-Junior, Special Education; Yes. That is a nice 
idealistic idea but with our form of government it is just not 
too logical or feasible with 8 per cent of our people un-
employed and some of the children going hungry. I just think 
that should be considered an important issue at this time. 
Michael Selle-Senior, Hlatory/Educatlon; No. I think the in-
ternational world should make the Soviets play down their 
Olympic teams to the type of free world amateur standing we 
have and halt their semi-professional level of competition. 
Paulette Anderao~-Frnhman, Polltlcal Selene•; No. I don't 
think so because the Olympics has become too much of a 
professional sport -event. It should be more of Individual 
challenge. 




\ ' ' Cheech & Chong 
' 1 
~ntertalnment Duo Set Hlimor· Engagement 
Cheech and Chong (Tommy Chong and Richard Marin) relax while cruising toward their appearance 
in the E.W.S.C. Special Events Pavillion. Friday, Feb. 20. 
Cheech and Chong, to prove 
that the music-oriented 
counterculture can laugh at its 
own foibles as well as those ot 
the establishfl)ent, wi,I assail 
the acad~mic curtain of 
Eastern with their brand of 
· irreverent humor. 
They are scheduled to make 
an appearance on Friday, Feb. 
20, in the Special Events 
Pavilion at 8 p.m. Appearing 
with them will be the Minstrel 
String Guild. 
Tommy Chong and Richard 
Marin made their break just 
four years ago, when Ode 
Records president Lou Adler 
spotted them working gratis at 
Hollyw9od's Troubadour 
Club. 
Adler signed thein to Ode ' 
and today they have four gold 
records under their belts. Their 
latest effort, Cheech and 
Chong's Wedding Album, was a 
big hit on Eastern's campus 
last fall. 
They have been nominated 
for Grammy awards for 
Cheech and Chong, and Big 
~---------History of Rock, Part Four------------.. 
Beatles St~rt Invasion, Stones Make It Roll 
By Kevin Harris Like It Like That. They were almost were following the Sontes with 
Staff Writer dead ringers of the Beatles except counter-culture music, a number of 
Between 1955 and 1964, American musically, and their chart success was American mus1c1ans found that they 
pop charts were dominated by home- meager. could only be successful in England. 
grown groups, black and white, male A Paul McCartney tune, World -This mini-reverse-invasion took peo-
and_ female. Without love, established Peter and pie like Jimi Hendrix and Eric Clapton 
· · 10 1962, an EMI employc named. Gordon. The duo had a , different to the islands. Once there. they gained 
Brian Epstein 'discovered three young sound, but to score in America, they acceptance and learned what the 
gu-itarists from Liverpool, John Len- dressed like the Beatles. English kids wanted to hear. · 
Bamhu, winning the coveted 
award for Los Cochinos. 
Chong was born in Edmon-
ton, Alberta, and played guitar 
around West Canada, before 
being discovered by Berry 
Gordy of Motown Records. 
When his group broke up, he 
drifted to Vancouver, B.C. 
Marin was born in Watts, 
California, the son of an es-
t ab l is h men t figure, a 
policeman. After graduation 
from San Fernando College; 
he too drifted to Vancouver. 
There Cheech and Chong 
met, joining an im-
provisational theatre group 
called City Lights. The show 
was well received, but even-
t ua II y they split off and 
worked around Canada before . 
going to Los Angeles, where 
they were discovered. 
While climbing the ladder to 
stardom, Cheech and Chong 
have seen the idealogies of a 
large segment of the popula-
tion catch up with them. They. 
. have broken ground for many 
previously · censored portions 
of the language to become 
acceptable for radio airplay. 
Cheech and-. Chong Tickets 
are availabfo at the PUB infor-
mation desk, Magic 
Mushroom and all Spokane 
Harvey's stores. Price of the 
tickets is $3.00 for students 
and $4.50 for general admis-
sion. 
.Marx · Bros. 
Film. Shows 
non, Paul McCartney and George At this poin~, the Beatles were still When the Vardbirds were imported 
Harrison, making a small livi'ng leading the British Invasion, having into America as part of the Br.itish In- Whenever the great names 
playing clubs on the European conti- released ten gold records in two years. vasion, Clapton returned. This time he in screen comedy. are men-
nent. However, the next group to come was . uccessful in establishing himself, tioned, three come to mind im-
Epstein brought them back to across the Atlantic was completely op- primarily because he'd learned his mediately, Charlie Chaplin, 
England, changed their name from the posite. English lessons well. W .C. Fields and the Marx 
Quarrymen, added Ringo Starr on They were the Rolling Stones, led by The British Invasion has at times Brothers. 
drums and pushed them into making singer Mick Jagger. They were raunchy been reduced to a trickle but it never , Now, these classic com-
television appearances in London. and powerful, and proposed supposed- died, even when American groups edians can be seen on the same 
English fans, mainly girls, flipped ly "dirty" things like drugs and sex. reasserted themselves on the charts. bill, in the Classic Comedians, 
over them when Love Me Do and P.S. l Attacking the clean life with songs Late arrivals have always had a chance showing Wednesday, Feb. 18, 
Love You started climbing the British · Ii lee Satisfaction and let's Spend The in the colonies, as Led Zeppelin and the in the PUB at 7:30 p.m. 
charts. Night Together, they disturbed and Moody Blues proved successful. The first part of the package 
The Beatles made their American alienated the older generation. But in the last few years the overseas is Chaplin's 1917 short film, 
debut in Jan. 1964, with I Want to The kids had been affected by Bob invasion has spread to include · The Vagabond, featuring his 
Hold Your Hand. In· two weeks the Dylan's messages and distrust by the Australian, German, Dutch and L famous li.ttle Tramp 
song jumped to the ·Number One spot, over-thirties only made the Stones Swedish groups. 
1 
characterization. · 
and sud_denly Beatlemania swept the more popular. A whole generation was Groups from our own northern Field's sheer audacity and 
world. now separated from its parent culture, . border have increasingly become pop- sarcasm permeate The Fatal 
After a Beatles appearance on the Ed devising its own standards for living. ular. The Guess Who, Bachman- Glass of Beer, the second part 
Sullivan Show, British managers and Even the Beatles embraced the Turner Overdrive, Gordon Lightfoot of the film. It contains all the 
musicians hurried to cash in on the change in direction, with an album and Anne Murray found a gold mine in ; eiements found in his later 
trend. The object of-the British Inva- called Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts the states. work, total disregard for 
sion was to imitate Beatie mannerisms, Club Band. While rock and roll, whether natural women, irresponsibility and an 
music and their successful long-hai~ed Gr o u P s Ii k e Ger r Y and the or imported, seemed like the only game incredible knack for spinning 
image. Pacemakers, Herman's Hermits, the in town, a " ne~" sound began to creep outlandish falsehoods. 
The first group which tried to repeat · f:lollies and the Bee Gees came ,over, around the edges of the radio dial. . Room Servjce is~ full length 
the style was lead by drummer- · failed to understand the audience and Next week ·we'll see how a young Marx Bros. feature. Originally 
entrepreneur Dave Clark. went back, but even these managed to · blind man from Seattle redid a popul.i r a Broadway play, it was totally 
The Davev Clark Five hit the keep American imitations off the country song and opened the door to re-vamped by Groucho, Chico 
American big time in 1965 with Glad American charts. the soul sound. and Harpo to suit their talent 
A II Over and a former R and B tune, / So while The Who and the Animals for creating total insanity. 
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Strir,gs Enhance Music . ,. 
' ' 
Even the biggest rock stars pose when they see a camen, •• the 
Easterner photographer di1COvered wbea be took tbl1 mot of 
ELO's cellist Hugh McDowell. Electric Llpt Orchestra features 
~cDowell and two other string players for a unique rock !IOllnd. 
Photo by Ray Spanjer 
~----...... · UpcolDing: ---. ----.. 
. ,eb. 1-2-KISS with POINT Feb. 18-Senlor Recital ~ 
BLANK Coliseum 8 · JANET FREDERICK, 
p.m. Tl~kets: $6.50, Flute, Music Building 
Feb. 12-13, 15, 19-21, 26- Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
28, Mar. 4-6, 11- Feb. 18-JANIS IAN with 
13-CAROUSEL, mus- LOUDEN WAINRIGHT 
ical, Coll~ge Theatre, 3rd, Opera House, 8 
7:30 p.m., Admission: p.rJl.., Tickets~ $4.50, 
$2.00 general, free 5.50, 6.50 
w Ith stud e n t ·ex_ Feb. 18-22, 25-29, Mar. 3-
change coupon. 7-T HE IND L~ N _ 
Feb. 13-15, 19-21, 26-28- WANTS THE BRONX, 
THE RAINMAKER ro- Sumas Theatre En-
mantic comedy, Spo- semble, Matchbox ·· 
kane Civic Theatre, a Theatre, S. 12~ Wall, 8 
p.m., Admission: $3.00 p.m., Admission: $2.00 
general, $1.50 with stu- Feb. , 19-Str~eter TALENT 
dent ID SHOW, Streeter-Mor-
Feb. 14-WAR with PLEA- rison Multi-purpose 
SURE, Convention Lounge, 8 p.m. 
Center, 8 p.m., Tick- Feb. 19-MARCEL MAR-
ets: $5.5'0 a·dvance, CEAU, Famous French 
$6.50 day of show Mime, with PIERRE 
Feb. 16-17 _ . CANADIAN VERRY, Opera House, 
PRINTS, Art Building 8 p.m., Tickets: $5.00, 
Gallery, 9-4 daily 6.00, 7 .00 
Feb: 19-22-lnland Empire 
Feb. 18-CLASSIC COME- RECREATIONAL VE-
DIANS, AS movie, HICLE SHOW, Con-
• • 
PUB, 7:30 p.m., free vention Center. 
KREM presents .. 
Janis Ian 
w,,,. Sp«iol Oue,t 
Louden Wainright ·3rd. 
Wed. February 18, 8:00 P.M. 
Spokan~ Opera House 
-...v....,.. k.50, ls.so & 16.oo 
TlcMII cnafl-. P.¥. ~•Ion Mardw 
Valay llcard lmdl • CaMa, - lloa Olla 
DDIMIT•ProdYctlanl 
February 12, 1976 
Sound .Syste~ Hurts ElO 
By Ray Spanjer mitting from the stage, while 
Staff Writer at other times they destroyed 
it. 
Combining the "Vanquish" · Playing classical strings 
di-di-d .i-daa sound from within the framework of a 
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, rock band can be a tedious 
with late 50's raunch and roll job, but the three tackled it 
guitar motifs has to be unique, head on. 
and if anything, Electric Light But it ' wasn't the group's 
Orchestra was certainly unique - fault that the strings often 
last Thursday in the Coliseum. sounded like a B-52 bomber, 
Despite severe sound hovering 50 feet overhead. 
problems, the septet per- The sound should be 
formed gallantly before a blamed, not on the innovative 
sparsely populated arena . artists, but on the sound 
There weren't more than 2,000 mixers. They must have been 
people on hand to see the asteep or deaf, as they either 
group go through their reper- had the strings .dominant over 
toire of pop~classical com- the rest of the band, or barely 
positions. audible to the human ear. 
The orchestra consists of a At times when the sound 
conventional rock and roll was good, the band was 
band complete with terrific. Ori Fire on High, Can't 
keyboards, bass, guitar and Get It Out of My Head, and 
drums, but unlike other Boy Blue, the band displayed 
groups they incorporate a an arty, ambitious presence. 
three piece, amplified string The crowd di~n't seem to 
section of two cellos and a appreciate most of ELO's 
violin that is full and flowing. attempts to condition them to 
. At times the unorthodox the music they were playing. 
trio enhanced the sound em- The audience acted ignorant to 




& 8:00 Pm 
' 
the fact that they were 
witnessing music as an art 
form; and the group managed 
to get only scattered· applause. 
· This crowd wanted only one 
thing, and that was rock and 
roll. The demand for it was so 
great that one blown-away 
spectator yelled .. ZZ Top" 
steadily for over 10 minutes. 
He finally stopped when he 
realized that he wouldn't get 
any Texas raunch from ELO. 
The only time the band 
succeeded in getting the crowd 
receptive and on their feet was 
in their final number, Roll 
Over Beethoven. ELO's revised 
version of Chuck Berry's hit 
incorporated a rapid rock 
guitar and the strings provided 
a solid melodic background. 
The concert was no consola-
tion for those fans who own 
ELO albums and wanted to 
hear letter-perfect imitations 
of the record grooves. There is 
no chance of duplicating on 





,A ROCK TALENT PRODUCTION INC. 
. . 
TlrlE · AMERICAN 
T:RIBAl . lLOVE-ROCK 
MUSICAL . . 
DIRECT FROM NEW YORK Cl! Y 
BOOK & LYRICS: GEROME RAGNI 
JAMES RADO 
.. MUSIC: GALT MAC DERMONT 
FULL ORCHESTRA & CHORUS 
SPECIAL. 
LIGHTING EFFECTS 
r TICKET INFORMATION 
ALL SEATS RESERVED 
SPOKANE COLISEUM BOX OFFIGE VALLEY RECORD RACK 




Gordon's .Shot Be·ats C :SC 
EAGLES DO IT IN 3 OT'S 
'By Jim Waggoner 
Sports Editor 
Emerson Gordon, a smooth 6'0" guard out of Denver, 
Colorado, banked in a three-footer as time expired in the third 
overtime to give Eastern Washington a nerve-racking 74-72 
Evergreen Conference basketball decision over cross-state rival 
Central here Monday night. 
The victory, the Eagles' 10th straight, catapults Coacq Jerry 
Krause's cagers into an almost insurmountable position as EvCo 
leaders, and could go a long ways in deciding District l post-
season playoff activity. 
The Eagles, 8-0 in EvCo play and 15-4 overall, captured two of 
the three Central contests this season. The Wildcats dipped to 5-_ 
3 in league and 15-5 overall. 
Gordon's clutch hoop nullified three Central last second shots 
which forced the struggle into extra five-minute periods. 
John Alaniv.a hit a 14-footer to put the Eagles out front 70-68 
to open the third extra stanza. Greg McDaniel's 20-footer 
evened things before Gordon came up with a steal and a solo 
la yin to give Eastern a two point, lead at the l :35 mark. 
But Joel Diggs, who sank a 
23-footer at the end of the first 
overtime, driHed in a long 
jumper which tied the score at 
72-72. Eastern froze the ball 
until Gordon made his move 
to the hoop with the winning 
bucket. 
The first two overtimes were 
marked by intricate s\lbstitu-
t ion strategies by both 
, benches, and conservative, 
ball-control tactics by each 
squad. 
Angel Soars 
The contest was even at 
halftime, 31-31, and the Cats 
prolonged the action when 6-
1 I center Byron Angel 
dropped in a layin to end 
regufation at 59 all. 
In the first overtime, Angel 
tipped in a missed shot 
attempt at the outset, but 
Eagle freshman Kevin 
Campbell connected- on two 
pressure-packed charity tosses 
EW Leads Poll 
Riding the crest of a 10-game 
win streak, Eastern's basketball 
squad has been tabbed the 
number one team in a 
Northwest small-college poll 
released last Thursday. 
. The Eagles, (IS-4), who had 
been fourth for two weeks 
before gaining the poll lead, 
defeated Simon Fraser, 99-61 
and Central Washington, 74-72 
since they received the number . . 
one ranking. 
The rankings are determined 
by the voting of Northwest 
sports writers, sportscasters 
and collegiate information 
directors. Following Eastern in 
the rankings were Puget Sound, 
Oregon Tech, George Fox, and 
Un·hersity of Alaska-
Fairbanks. 
Eastern's Emerson Gordon, 14, applies defensive pressure to 
Central guard Dave Olzendam during the Eagles' excldn1 74-72 
Evergreen Conference basketball decision here Monday ni1ht. 
Gordon hit the winning basket as time ran out in the thlnl overtime. 
. Photo by Mike Bade 
Program For All 
NEXT GOAL: -
. EVCO CROWN 
EVERGREEN 
.:; 
_ . W-L W-L 
Eastern W osh 8-0 15-4 
Central Wash 5-3 IS-S 
Oregon Tech 5.3 14-6 
Western Wash 5.3 12-9 
Oregon College 3-5 7-13 
Southern Oregon I· 7 8- I 3 
Eastern Oregon I -7 < , 1; 
Eastern's Screamin' Eagles 
will attempt to expand their 
. I 0-game winning streak here 
this weekend when Southern ' 
Oregon, Oregon Tech and 
Whitworth College invade the 
Special Events Pavilion for 
basketball action Friday, 
Saturday and Monday nights. 
The Eagles, undefeated in 
league· play and rated number 
one in Northwest small college 
polls, have a three-game lead 
over second place Central and 
Oregon Tech. They can clinch 
the EYergreen Conference title 
with a pair of wins over the 
visiting Oregon schools. Tip-
off time for each tilt is 7:30 
p.m. 
· Eastern's coming off a pair 
of key District I victories, 
thrashing Simon Fraser 99-61 
last Saturday followed by a 74-
72 overtime win over Central 
here Monday. 
Learn to have the grace and 
poise of Olga Korbut' and 
follow in her footsteps by 
bec~ming active in the gym-
nastics program sponsored by 
EWSC and the Cheney 
Recreation Department. 
Southern Oregon and 
under the superv1s1on of Oregon Tech were Eagle vie-
Maxine Davis and Jack Ben- tims earlier in the season. 
son. Eastern bla·sted SOC I 05-84, 
The program is designed to 
teach gymnastics to interested 
pre-school, grade school, high 
~chool, and college individuals 
with I :04 remaining. 
Gordon, who has been a 
tower of strength off the bench 
(jll season long for Eastern, 
drew an offensive foul and 
·Grapplers _On Road 
Floor exercise, parallel bars, and squeaked by Tech 74-71 in 
vault, tumbling and the overtime. Tech was in the race 
balance beam will be taught. for the EvCo title until they 
The program runs throughout dropped ,ronsecutive games to 
the year, meeting twice a week Western and Oregon College 
for one hour. The cost of this of Education last weekend. 
program is $12 per person for Whitworth's struggling 
one month. A family plan is Pirates arrive in Chen·ey Mon-
offered at a cost of $24 for day. They upset the Eagles by 
three people for one month. two points in the season-
The three areas offered are: opener. 
pre-school, three to six year Against Simon Fraser, the 
olds, Junior and Senior High Eagles played flawless basket-
School, and lntramurals. The ball, racing to a 42-24 halftime 
pre-school group; instructed lea9 and never looking back in 
by Lynda Carlson, meets registering their ninth Straight 
Mondays at 7:00 pm and hoop win. 
scored pn a drive through the 
right side for a 63-61 Eagle 
margin. The Cats raced down 
the court and had three shots 
fail before Diggs kn0cked in a 
long jumper as time expired. 
Eastern 's Ron Cox sank a 
free throw to start the second 
overtime and dropped through 
a layin off a sterling Ed Waters 
assist to give the Eagles a 66-63 
lead at the I :54 mark. Randy 
Sheriff got a three-point play, 
Gordon sank a pair of free 
throws with 12 seconds to go 
and Andy Gooden drilled a 
22-footer to send it into over-
ti me number three. 
Cox Hits 24 
Cox and Central's Les 
Wyatt, two of the best players 
in the Northwest, highlighted 
several exciting matchups, 
Cox, who played 54 minutes 
Mon day night, connected on 
nine of 16 field goal attempts 
and six of nine from the. line 
for 24 points. Cox also pulled 
down 18 rebounds-one short · 
on Angel's game-leading 19 
caroms. 
Gordon and Jeff McAlister 
joined Cox in double figures 
,,ith 16 points each, and 
Waters dealt off 15 assists to 
·s t r c n g t h e n h i s h o I d a s 
:\: o rt hwest small college assist 
h.:ac.kr. Ernest Lawrence came 
nil . he bench to 'gather seven 
n.: hounds. 
By Bill Bighaus 
Sports Writer 
Gearing themselves for the 
Evergreen Conference Tour-
nament, Eastern's wrestling 
team heads into Oregon this 
weekend for a final tune-up as 
they tangle with Lewis and 
Clark Friday night in Portland 
and Pacifi.c University Satur-
day afternoon in Forest 
Grove. 
The EvCo Tournament, the 
stepping stone to nationals, 
will be held in Bellingham Feb. 
20-21. 
Eastern pushed its dual meet 
mark ·io 9-3 last Thursday as 
they handed Central its second 
conference loss in ten years, 
26-10. Eastern is responsible 
for both Wildcat defeats. 
Central came into the match 
ranked 13th by NAIA polls 
but Eagle coach Curt Byrnes 
feels they were overrated. 
"We pretty well whipped 
them," commented Byrnes, 
whose Eagle grapplers are 
third rated nationally. 
Byrnes praised the perfor-
mance of Jerry Lorton (126) 
who dumped Wildcat veteran 
Bob Pierce, 4-0, for his eighth 
straight dual triumph. Mike 
Reed ( 158) who won handily, 
was also praised and according 
to- Byrnes may be on his way to 
a national crown. 
Bob Altshuler (190), Jim 
Paiite ten 
. ... 
Pentland ( 167), Jim Wilcox 
( 150) and Terry Durland ( 118), 
who came back after a 
weeklong bout with food 
poisoning only to lose in the 
closing seconds on a near fall, 
also drew praise from Byrnes 
on their performances. 
In the Oregon swing, 
Eastern's ·toughest foe will be 
Pacific, ranked eighth by the 
NAIA. 
..They are a good dual 
match team with a strong line-
up," Byrnes reported. "Pacific 
has won the Northwest 
Conference the last seven years 
and they get jacked up when 
they are up against leading 
EvCo teams." 
Some key battles among the 
weight classes shape up in the 
Pacific match. Terry Durland 
( 118) will face Bob Mootoka, a 
national crown contender and 
Mike Reed (158) will be pitted 
against Lee Garboden, who 
, finished fifth in last year's 
nationals. . 
Lanny Davidson (177) will 
face Charlie Lemcke, who two 
weeks ago won the 177-pound 
championship in the Portland 
State Tournament · which 
featured tough Pacific-8 
teams. 
"This is the final tune-up," 
Byrnes said. ••This weekend 
will be a real test and we have 
got to perfol'm as well as we 
canY · · ,. , . 
De Easterner 
w ·ednesdays at 6:00 pm. Reserves Rob Ridnour, 
Under the instruction of Becky. Ernest Lawrence, and Paul 
Mustard, Al Smith, Kurt H ungenberg were all in-
Nagashima, Dave Sealy, Carol strumental in the decision, 
Ringen and Pam Brown, thq scoring 12, eight, and 17 
Junior and Senior High Schoo~ points, respectively. 
group gathers on Tuesdays~ Ridnour, a sharpshooting 
and Thursdays from 7:30 to · senior guard who hails from 
8:30 pm. lntramurals, which Spokane's Shadle Park High 
consists of college students on- School, entered midway into 
ly, meets on Tuesdays at 7:30 the ·first half and drilled three 
pm. There is no charge. This consecutive .long-range 
group · is taught by Lloyd jumpers. 
Howell and Dave Mallord. All . Lawrence hit four of six 
instructors are members of the shots, grabbed seven boards, 
EWSC varsity . Gymnastics and electrified the crowd with 
Team and are paid by .the a soaring check of a shot •by 
Cheney Recreation Depart- Simon Fraser 7-0 center Al 
. ment. Chapple. 
Additional programs in- Jeff McAlister, sinking 10 of 
elude Dance for Gymnastics, 13 shots on his patented cornet 
instructed by Sally Quinby, jumpers, led all scorers with 22 
Medical Lake· Program, held points. John Alaniva hit seven 
in Medical Lake, which is of nine shot attempts as the 
taught by Bernie Lewis and Eagles shot at a scotching 65 
Linda Chulos and Modern percent clip. 
Jazz an<;l Tap. 
For the enthusiastic gym-
nast, Maxine Davis is holding 
a summer camp for an es-
timated cost of $110 per per-
son. The camp will ·run from 
August 9 to 13, concentrating 
, on regular gymnastic skills. 
For further information con-
tact Maxine Davis. 
EASTERN WASHINGTON '74) 
CENTRAL WASlllNGTON (72) 
Cox 9 6-9 24, McAlister 7 2-4 16, Waters 
I 4-6 6, Aluniva 3 0-2 6, Campbell O 2-2 2, 
Lawrence 2 0-0 4, Gordon 5 6-7 16, Ridnour 
0 0-0 0, Hungenberg O 0-0 0, McGowan O 0-
0 0. Totals 27 20-30 74. 
Halftirne- EW 31, C W 31; Regulation 
59-S9: first overtime 63-63. Second overtime 
68-68. Fouled out- Campbell, Oliver, 
Wyatt. Total fouls, Central 24, Eastern 14. 
Officials. Bob Nelson and Dennis Sclluer-
man. A- 3,()82, 
February 12, 1976 
Intramural Actio · 
By Dave Stocker Sienknecht (8 points) nd 
Sports Writer Harold Nightengale (9 poi ts) 
Coed Raquetball doubles as the Pikes pulled out the vie-
competition spotlighted this tory. . 
week's intramurals activities as Cunning Runts 41, F-Tr op 
Gail Norvell and Dave Retter 39-Jim Dillion scored 19 
claimed the first place trophy points, including the last six 
by defeating Rick Rios and Runts' points, to give the 
Bernie Hite 15-10 and 15-11 Runts a last.;second upset vie-
Saturday morning. tory over F-troop. 
C.D. Byers and Nancy BongWater Five 48, ad 
Pelligrini coasted to an easy Co. 41-Ed Paine canne 20 
third place position as they points for Bad Co., bu it 
.downed Bill Boremus and Paul wasn't enough to stop the 
Stredwick 31-11. ~ balanced attack of BongW ter 
Women's free throw tourna- Five who had four men in QU· 
ment crowned a new cham- ble figures. Darrell Patrick! led 
pion last week when Ruth the charge with 12 points; er-
Shubeck sank 18 of 25 shots to nie Loeffers had I 0, as did Jan 
narrowly edge Barb Saylor in a Van Dremmilen, and J hn 
closely fought contest. Saylor .M ulvenna. 
pluncked in 17 of 25 for se- EM BO 54, N 
cond place, and Laurie Jo 50-Behind the second 
Skaggs shot 15 of 25 from the scoring of James Red 
line. Mike Ransford, and am 
The women round ballers Martinez, EM BO staved . ff a 
take to the maplewoods this closing rally by NAIC for the 
week to begin their 5-on-5 victory. 
competition. The teams will Shake and Bake 44, Bad Co. 
play each other.once, then will 43-Jim Greene scored 12 
compete in a post-season tour- points in the second half, s x in 
nament on the third and the final two minutes,, to s ark 
fourth of March to determine Shake and Bake to their one 
tt\e league champion. point win. 
Terri Haaga, women's In- Intramural Wrestling 
tramural director, said, signups end tomorrow, eb . 
.. Competition will be tough, 13. Register your team o in-
and seven teams is the largest dividuals tomorrow, and c m-
turnout for women's basket- petition begins on Tues ay, 
ball in many quarters at Feb. 17 in the wrestling ro m. 
Eastern. I hope this is an in- Weigh-in is 4: 30 p. m. on 
dication of more women par- Tuesday. More inf9rma ion 
ticipating in Intramural ac- can be obtained by call'ing el-
tivities." ly McLean, or the lntram ral 
Anderson Hits 16 office, Room 252, Phase . 
Little Deuc·e Co ·upe Quote of the Week (Ed 
extended its ·unbeaten record Batogowski, NBA refe ee, 
to 32 consecutive games as asked where his daughter was 
they defeated the Intramural born)- "Philadelphia at 
All-Stars 76-64 in the Milwaulkee." 
preliminary game to the M• h II R t 
Eastern-Simon Frase_r clash ltC e . epe $ 
last Saturday evening. 
Lance Anderson led the way 
with 16 points, Wayne Massie 
collected 14.,. and Mark Reed 
10 as Deuce Coupe opened a 
31-24 lead at halftime. But the 
A II-Stars came back behind 
the 19 points of Jim Greene, I 0 
points of Jan Van Dremnilen, 
and the nine points of . Dan 
Krebs, they cut a 20 point 
LDC lead to six before Deuce 
Coupe took control of the 
game and put it out of reach 
for the Stars. 
In other action of the 
week-
Faculty 59, Sweathogs 56-. 
Eastern high-jµmper reg 
Mitchell cleared the bar at 
seven feet and one-qua ter 
inch to garner top honors ast 
Saturday, at University of 
Washington Indoor Tr ck 
Meet. 
Mitchell, a senior who h Ids 
EWSC and Evergr en 
Conference high-jump~ng 
marks, narrowly missed at the 
7-2 barrier. Greg jumped 7-0 
three weeks ago for a vict ry 
at .the University of Idaho In-
vitational. 
With only two remai ing 
weeks in• the indoor seas n, 
Mitchell plans to compete his 
weekend at Washington S ate 
University and the folio ing 
- ::oil 
Photos by Doug McKay and Mike Bade 
ALPHA KAPP A PSI ASKS YOU: 
·Help support your paper by pat_ronizing those who 
advertize in the Easterner. 
Support 
the advertizers! 
You c'an 't beat the price! 
Dale Stradling netted 20 
points and Dan Kelly 15 
· points as the Faculty slopped 
week at the lJ of Idaho. . . the Sweathogs. 
Pikes 11 27, Butchers 
Bombers 26 - The Bombers' 
Billy Smith scored 12 points, 
and Wally Poole 6, but they 
could not stop the Pikes' Dale 





9:00 AM Haly Eucharist 
followet1 by Coff~ Hoar 
The Rev. Fred J .... tt, vicar 
Corner 7th and C StrNII 
235-8150 
- t \. 
RanciLThrift Food & Ben Franklin Variety with a combined .buying power of over 
6000 stores is your uaranty of every day low prices and savings, one stop 
shopping, plenty fre parking · 







ON ANY 8 PACK 
Y01UR CHOICE 
12-oz. can size 
I Explru 2-15-78 
L.. Oash Value· 1120 of one cent --al!'-.,.,-,..,-•-·-
RANCH THRIFT COUPON , ..------------, f _ 1
1 
51 I:.. WESTERN 
I u. FAMILY 
I I 
11 SUGAR I 
I I Reg. $1.25 . I 
11 !I 811, !upon II 
I I 
LIMIT ONE Per customer I 
Explrn 2-15-78 
L Cas11 Value 1/20 of one cent .J ---------· I ne t.asterner , 
Writes the first time 
every timel Depend· 
able Crystal Bic with 
medium point. Choice 
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We have Hallmark Vale .tine's 





NEW Phone 235-8441 
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For that. study bre 
It's 
Valentine's Day is Fe ,• 14 
Delivery in Che~ey, 
Medical Lake, 




Reach out and touch her.the FTD Florist way! 
TAWANKA. COMMONS 
Lunch Menu Feb. 18-20 
All You Can Eat for $1.25 
Featuring these fine dlahe• 
MON.-
Washington's Birthday, no lunch. 
TUES.-







Hamburgers/Buns, Cream Chipped Beef on Toa~t Bun 
THUAS.-
Fish & Chips, Spanish Rice, Meat Salad Sand. 
FRI.-
Pizza, Beef Hash/Gravy, Tuna Salad Bowl 
for more complete menu di~I 359-2530 
. 
MON-FRI 
2 PCS. OF CHICKEN 
CHOICE OF SALAD 
HOT ROLL & BUTTER 
REGULARLY $ 1.09 
WITH THIS COUPON 
. 89C 
SAVE 20c 
W. 28 FIRST Sl - CHENEY 
r 
PART TIME JOBS 
FOR MEN Et 




TIP8 ON QITTINQ A PART TIMI JO•nt 
1. You should receive at leaat $1300.00 per year to atart. 
2. You should be told month• In advance the dat• and time you will work for thl1 part-time employer. 
3. You should work only one week-end per month (8 hour• each day) and only two (2) weeks at your convenience during that year. 
4. Your employer should furnleh all meals during these work parlod1. 
s. You should receive double pay for your week-end• (2 days pay for working 1 day). 
6. You should be paid at an hourly rate of no leaa than ~.25 par hour. 
7. You should recefve regular promotions with pay raises for your length of employment. 
8. Your part-time job should not Interfere with your full-time job or your education. 
9. You should receive additional education at the expense of your part-time employer, that can aid you In clvlllan llfe. 
10. You should be given $300.00 worth of clothing for wear durgln the period you work on your part-time Job, and aa It wears out, 
replace It at no charge to you. 
11 . You should be authorized to buy at a clothing atorewlth II discount 24 times II year, and ata grocery atore 15 times a year with a dis-
count. , 
12. You whould be covered by $20,000.00 worth of Ufa Insurance during your part-time work In addition to that, 385 day11 a year for only 
$3.40 a month. 
13. You should receive a retirement plan that wlll aaaure you II check each month after 20 years of part-time employment, at age 80 
with no coat to you. 
WABHINQTON AIR NATIONAL GUARD 
SPOKANE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, WABH. 
• 
• • . 
• • . 
• • • • • 
PHONI!: 747•1141, IM-llt1, Ext. 247, 241 
······················· PUB l>IA·························: 
• • 
OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCHES 
Enjoy Thick Sandwiches 
and a daily special 
in a quiet atmosphere· 
Bring Your Friends 
11:00 to 1:30 Weekdays 
······························· 
25c discount on daily specials 
with this coupon 
Feb. 17-20 · 
• • • 
• • . . 
• • • 
• 
• • • • • • ........•••••..•.•....••••••.•..•••..•••......•..................•................ : 
I 
G'UIDE TO MONEY 
FOB HIGHER EDUCATION 
I > 
Guide to more than 250,000 Sch~larships and 
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over 
$500 million dollars. 
I 
Contains the most up-to-date information on: 
Scholarships. grants, aids. fellowships, loans. work-study programs, 
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for 
study at colleges, vocational and tephnical schools, paraprofessional 
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post-
graduate study or research: funded on national, regional, and loc( : 
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corpora- · 
tions, trade unions,, professional associations, fraternal organizations, 
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well 
as excellent students. both with and without need. 
-BENNETT PUBLISHING CO . 
Dept. 214. 102 Charles Street. Boston. Mass. 02114. 
P lease rush me ___ copies of GU IDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
T ION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy. 
I :1 m enclosing S _ __ _: __ .. (check or money order). 
~:-ime 
--- - -- ·----------------------
Adddress ---'-- --,--------:---------- --------
C ity State ----· - ----------- ----"-- Zip ---
® Copyright 1976 Bennett Puhlishing Co. 
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